MYSTERY IN MIDDLEBURG BLURB: OH NOT ME! It looks scary!!
I understand the cutting instructions are making people think twice about the mystery quilt challenge PLEASE
READ THIS MESSAGE
FIRST: decide if you will do a scrappy or rainbow style quilt. The instructions for each vary slightly when it
comes to the cutting of fabrics.
For the scrappy quilt the symbol is used along with the word scrappy
For the rainbow quilt the  symbol is used along with the word rainbow
ONLY follow the instructions for the desired style.
Rainbow cutting instruction clarification
 The A,B,C,D block sets with the color code bar
DUH on me! This is so much easier :- }
35 BLOCK TOP:
2 ½”x 10 ½” strips:
4 strips each light violet & light orange
5 strips each dark violet & dark orange
2 ½”x 15 ½”
4 strips each light blue, green & yellow
5 strips each dark blue, green & yellow
2 ½”x18 ½”
4 strips: each light red & pink
5 strips each dark red & pink:

24 BLOCK TOP
2 ½” x 8”
4 strips each light red, violet, orange & pink
5 strips: each dark red, violet, orange & pink
2 ½”x 10 ½”
4 strips each light blue, green & yellow
5 strips each dark blue, green & yellow

For sewing all strips scrappy or rainbow make like a 3 rail fence:
Make one with the dark fabric in the middle
Make two with the light fabric in the middle
For rainbow use the same color in each
Email questions to llamamom@nycap.rr.com subject: Mystery in Middleburg
Yes they are different lengths. Be patient next month will tell! ;o)
EXTRA TREAT FOR BEING PATIENCE
In a pinch with unexpected guest?
One Bite Wonders
Round snack or saltine crackers
Lightly butter each cracker to add flavor and hold toppings in place.
The following are different combinations that sit well on a cracker:
1. White cheddar cheese slice and fresh pear or apple slices
2. Sliced cucumber, smoked salmon, sour cream and chives
3. Herbed cheese spread, small sprig of fresh basil and cherry tomato
4. ¼ slice of cooked bacon and ¼ sliced hardboiled egg
5. Peanut butter, banana slice and fudge sauce or chocolate chips
6. Horseradish spread, blue cheese slice and roast beef
7. Ham with mustard & orange marmalade
8. Turkey, walnut half and raspberry jam
9. Vanilla frosting, fresh raspberry and shaved milk chocolate
10. Cheddar cheese slice, peanut butter, jelly
11. Chocolate frosting, strawberry slice and finely chopped pecans
12. Cream cheese, orange wedge and fudge sauce

